2012-10-17: We can generate this in Tiki, and we want something closer to this

Here is a slideshow profile for Tiki9: http://profiles.tiki.org/Slideshow_demo

This page should be merged with Slideshows & Prezitations

1.) make a structure for Slideshows dunno
2.) make a category for shows
3.) make a perspective for working on the pages (2 column!)
4.) apply perspective module left top
5.) apply magic module menu for the structure left top under switch perspective
6.) put content of e-mail onto a comparing page

=> put all together to have a slideshow working space (not a closed workspace)

Wishes

Essential

- PluginSlideshow
  - Doesn't respect the choice of ThemeRoller theme. Ex:
- Page gets edited just by visiting slideshow:

Important

1. PluginSlideshow
   - Need a way to set the title for bottom bar because what it grabs automatically could be way too long. Suggest a title attribute for PluginSlideShow for an optional override
2. If only a picture and no text, put in the center (use the whole space)
3. On wiki pages, only show "Slideshow" button when there are at least 4 titles, which is logical to have a slideshow (It used to be like this in pre S5 Slideshows)
4. Tiki Slideshow used in BigBlueButton
Important but maybe too much work?

1. not show note like now (ugly) in wiki view page mode Could be mouse over of that section? Or just not show at all
   ○ slide comments should be using a plugin (like Mouseover or Comment or something...) within each slide. So comments are near the slide info.

Nice to have

1. To be able to remap "previous" and "next" (used by laser pointers) to be either next bullet or next page
2. Add a notification if browser is not supported.
   ○ As of revision r34483, slides are pretty ugly in IE7 (text too small, etc.)
   ○ As of revision 37510, slides are moderatly ugly in IE8
3. Make Slideshows from structures (perhaps after Structure renovation?)
   ○ So this would be useful not only for presentations but also e-learning.
4. If a video is embedded, it keeps on playing when we move to the next slide
   ○ This is probably not easy to solve (or even desirable)
5. Support all relevant S5 features and S5 reloaded features, notably:
   ○ XOXO microformat
   ○ Support keyboard controls
   ○ charts (this should be doable in wiki syntax and adapt nicely to Slideshows...)
6. Similar to Clipperz, export a slideshow to one self-contained html file (which includes javascript) and images if possible (see LPH)
   ○ Save as HTML would be the simplest 😢
     - Once we have Screencast, we can evolve towards Wink, a Tutorial and Presentation creation software
     - We'll want to add quizzes later
       • PHF: Portable Hypertext Format will help!

Notes

• Option: Make controls disapear with "c" button
• Option: Possibly use number pad to enter slideshow number, and enter to go
• Option: Possibly use number pad to enter slideshow number, and left or right to skip that many
• Option: Incremental display, hide all UL/OL items untill they are visited
• Add object to image resize
• Add more transition effects
• Ensure chart support and sound support are handled through tiki
• User notifications if we can't get it right for a specific browser
• Text is too jumpy, ensure the slide is actually at top of screen, then it won't look so bad
• Image transitions

related

• Spreadsheet
• WebHelp
• SlideShow
• dizzy.js
• http://sozi.baierouge.fr/wiki/en:welcome
• http://code.google.com/p/jessyink/
• http://www.ease-project.org/
• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zooming_User_Interface
• https://launchpad.net/overview-project
• http://anthonygthomas.com/2012/03/09/using-impress-js/

alias

• S5 Slideshow
• JQS5